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March has finally arrived and yet the cold is still blanketing the
Northeast US. After a great eight days in warm and sunny California
and Arizona, I am back in chilly New England. In between my workshop
focused on the Tucson Rodeo and photographing more for my
“Foreclosed Dreams” project, I have been busily adding material to The
Wells Point.
In February, I posted blog entries about camera insurance, Darwinian
competition among photographers, and naming conventions.
I also posted two new podcasts:
* “Reflecting on Vietnam,” explores my personal experience
encountering that country for the first time; this was my second
all-video pod cast and was made with an Olympus E-P1, a new camera
I am developing a strong attachment to. Some still images from
Vietnam are interspersed throughout this newsletter.
*“Using the best tripod, which is a table-top tripod,” focused on the
craft of photography.

Speaking of tripods, my recent article on table top tripods, titled
“Smaller is Better: Using a tabletop tripod far beyond the tabletop” was
just posted at: http://www.pdnonline.com/pdn/cp/olympus/technology
/article_display.jsp?vnu_content_id=1004067351

I am very pleased to report that I'll be teaching a workshop in Prague
in this November! I was in that beautiful city years ago and I am
looking forward to seeing it again. You can read more about that
workshop at: http://www.pragueworkshops.com/workshop/photo-essay

Photographs made by my students during the workshop that I lead in
India in December have been turned into an exhibition, which I curated,
called “Chennai Chutney.” The show which opened recently in
Singapore, features images by the workshop participants - Birgit Voogt,
Eleanor Ng, Karen and Laurie Murrell, Duff Hughes, Ulla Gratton, Chia
Yan Wei and Su Yen Chen. Read more at: http://yan-wei-still-shootslah.blogspot.com/2010/02/chennai-chutney.html
and http://news.asiaone.com/News/AsiaOne%2BNews/Singapore/Story
/A1Story20100219-199642.html

A very nice presentation of my work exploring globalization in South
Asia was recently posted at: http://tiffinbox.org/global-and-eternalsouth-asia/
I hope you enjoyed my latest monthly newsletter. I welcome your
feedback. If you know people who would be interested in getting these,
please encourage them to sign up at: http://thewellspoint.com
/wp-login.php?action=register
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